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Thursday 12 March 2020
Hilton Glasgow

Are you one of Scotland’s star retailers? Well, we want to hear from you. Once again Scottish
Grocer & Convenience Retailer is beginning its annual search for the very best in Scottish
convenience retailing – the Scottish Grocer Awards programme.
With a range of award categories designed to cover virtually every aspect of independent and
convenience retailing, the Scottish Grocer Awards give the industry the opportunity to celebrate
enterprise, innovation and success.
To take part, all you have to do is check out the criteria for the category or categories you
wish to enter and submit your entry via post or online. You may enter up to six categories
per store, either by filling in the form on the inside back cover of this brochure, or by heading
to www.scottishgrocer.co.uk and following the instructions there. While each category has
set criteria, please feel free to include background information or pictures of your store if
you believe it will help to highlight the great work you do.
Each year, the Scottish Grocer Awards welcomes new winners and familiar faces together
with representatives from the biggest brands and suppliers in the sector to celebrate the
very best in convenience retailing. But you’ve got to be in it to win it – so get your entries in
now. Who knows, maybe you could find yourself walking away with a major prize.

Matthew Lynas
Editor, Scottish Grocer & Convenience Retailer
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The UK tobacco category continues to be a significant element of the Scottish retail mix. The
average spend of a tobacco shopper is double the average shopper’s (£12.58 vs £6.05)*. In
addition, we know that 43%* of baskets in a convenience store contain a tobacco product, and
that, on a monthly basis, tobacco shoppers are contributing almost £63k* to an individual store
- with over £13k* of this being on purchases other than tobacco. Therefore, tobacco remains a
catalyst for impulse purchases from other categories, such as snacks and drinks.
* HIM! CTP Spring 2018 - Shopper Survey

The winner of the tobacco retailer of the year
award will demonstrate the following:
RANGE ASSORTMENT
Stocking a tobacco range that reflects the preferences of local adult smokers,
merchandised according to category principles.
AVAILABILITY
Demonstrates the importance of ensuring all tobacco brands are always available for
adult smokers.
LEGISLATION
Understands tobacco legislation, how it affects the retail industry and acts as a proactive
voice for their peers.
MARKET AND CATEGORY KNOWLEDGE
Actively aware of the latest retail trends and applies these to their everyday business,
adapting and evolving to demonstrate growth in their tobacco category.
SUPPORTED BY
Imperial Tobacco Limited is a market leading UK tobacco manufacturer,
headquartered in Bristol, England. Our product portfolio includes tobacco
brands like Lambert & Butler, JPS, Players, and Golden Virginia. We’re
extremely proud of our long-standing association with the Scottish Grocer
Awards and we look forward to congratulating the winners at the 2020
ceremony.
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SUPPORTED BY
MacB, Scotland’s no.1 flavoured water, is very proud to sponsor the Best New Store Award.
This award recognises the entrepreneurialism, passion, and agility that is needed to thrive in
such a competitive environment. Supporting the Best New Store category allows us to recognise
excellence in these areas and further demonstrate our commitment to the independent sector.
MacB is part of Refresco, the world’s largest independent bottler for retailers and A-brands in
Europe and North America. Holding much-loved UK brands such as MacB, Ocean Spray, Emerge,
Sunny D, Del Monte, Ben Shaw’s and many more, we aspire to have our drinks on every table.

The best new store award recognises the best new-build c-stores (including transformations of
buildings previously used for other purposes) and the best major refurbishments of c-stores in
Scotland – a major refurbishment is a project that has changed all or the majority of an existing
store and has introduced new fixtures and equipment.
Convenience stores in Scotland of any size that opened or re-launched between 1 October 2018
and 30 September 2019 are eligible to enter the Best New Store Award.

Judges will be looking for:
DESIGN
A store that has an impressive interior and exterior – likely to
attract and please customers. A well-planned internal layout,
good lighting, attractive fixtures and good finishes.
DEVELOPMENT
Evidence of good early development of the concept of the
new store. For example, what were the original goals and
targets in terms of providing an improved service to
customers, improving the shopping experience, improving
energy use etc?
GOOD PLANNING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
In collaboration with designers and shopfitters and, where
appropriate, with suppliers, symbol groups, wholesalers and
merchandisers.
FRESH IDEAS FOR A FRESH STORE:
For example – new thoughts on interior design; changes to equipment or
displays for particular product categories such as tobacco, alcohol, soft drinks, food to go, or fresh and
chilled; or new ways to attract or influence customers such as media screens or social media campaigns.
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS
Has revenue, footfall, and/or basket spend increased since the new store opened? Are there signs of
improved customer satisfaction and/or improved staff engagement and performance?
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As shopper lifestyles get busier, food to go continues to grow, and a significant number of
Scottish retailers are now discovering the size of the FTG opportunity.
This award will recognise a retailer who has taken food to go and turned it into a real talking
point for their store, driving footfall and boosting basket spend.
Judges will be on the lookout for a retailer with a thorough understanding of the store’s
clientele and an innovative offer that’s tailored to meet shoppers’ needs.

Judges will be looking for:
RANGE
A range that’s tailored to meet the needs of the store’s customers, driving footfall and lifting basket spend.
Does the retailer offer a broad selection of lunchtime hits? Are there options for customers seeking something
hot? Is there good communication between customers and staff with suggestions taken on board?
INNOVATION
Something that sets the store apart. Has the retailer taken steps to help their store stand out from the
competition? Is the retailer aware of current trends in food to go? Does the retailer show an eagerness to keep
on top of developments in food to go?
PROMOTIONS
At lunch or breakfast, most customers love a bargain. Does the retailer have a meal deal or loyalty scheme
in place? What steps has the retailer taken to use food to go as a way to drive incremental sales? Has the
retailer made any plans to evolve to the next stage of FTG (evening/night time offer)?
DISPLAY
Presentation is vital to retailing success. Is the food-to-go section presented to a high standard? Does the
retailer make use of point of sale materials? Has the retailer created a food-to-go area that is easy to shop?
Can the retailer demonstrate committed staffing hours to the FTG section of their store?
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Family is at the heart of many of the best retail businesses across Scotland, and whether it be
a traditional grocer that’s served the local community for generations or a new venture that’s
making great strides, there’s no question these stores offer something shoppers want and
can’t get from corporate competitors. This award will recognise a family-run operation that has
successfully carved out its place in a competitive market place by demonstrating outstanding
commitment to best practice across the board – a well-run business with values at its core,
friendly staff, and which serves its community well.

Judges of this award will be looking for:
PERFORMANCE
Is there evidence of a thriving retail business? Does the retailer demonstrate a keen awareness of their
customer base and tailor their range accordingly? Has the retailer taken steps in the last year to improve
the performance of their store?
DEVELOPMENT
Does the retailer show an awareness of current trends? Has the retailer made any changes to the business
(new food-to-go offer, introduction of contactless/mobile payment, etc.) that demonstrates a commitment
to improving the store’s offer?
VALUES
Has the retailer created a welcoming environment for their customers? Do staff members demonstrate an
ability to build rapport with customers? Is there evidence of engagement with the local community (sports
team sponsorship, support for healthy eating initiatives etc.), does the retailer engage with customers
when ranging?
CO-OPERATION
How is responsibility shared? Does the retailer take steps to share the load across the business? Is there
evidence of family members taking on different roles within the operation to the benefit of the business?

SUPPORTED BY
JET is a leading fuel brand marketed by Phillips 66 Limited in the UK, with a wellestablished UK network of around 330 independently owned/operated and company-owned
forecourts. Our Scottish network includes around 50 independently owned JET-branded
forecourts, spanning from Dumfries in the south to Thurso in the north, and from Kyle of
Lochalsh in the west to Duns in the east.
Many of our Scottish forecourts have been part of the JET family for over 25 years, so we
felt it apt to continue our sponsorship of Scottish Grocer’s ‘Family Business of the Year’
award for the third year running. Good luck to all entrants!
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Impulse sales are a key contributor to any convenience store’s bottom line, giving retailers a
chance to use their creativity and category knowledge to drive sales. For this award, Lucozade
Ribena Suntory and Scottish Grocer are on the hunt for a retailer who takes an inventive
approach that entices their customers and keep the tills ringing.

Judges will be looking for:
INNOVATION
There is more to good impulse retailing than placing products
close to the till. We’re looking for a store with fresh ideas: an
attention grabbing display or innovative promotional mechanic, a
clever loyalty scheme, online outreach, or an engaging approach
to seasonal products.
MERCHANDISING
Impulse retailing often takes place over a tight space, so
merchandising is key. The range should be both eye-catching and
easy to shop, with sales driving SKUs in prime position to keep
the tills ringing.
RANGING
Give the people what they want. With square footage at a
premium, every SKU should earn its place so we’ll be looking for
a retailer with a system for assessing what’s working and what’s
not, and who knows when to give something a try and when to
drop.
VALUE
Everyone loves a bargain and we’ll be looking for retailers who
know how to effectively implement promotions and deals without
sacrificing margin. Two for ones, BOGOF, meal deals — there are
plenty of options out there, and we want to see how retailers have
used them effectively in their store.

SUPPORTED BY

Lucozade Ribena Suntory is a leading soft drinks business in the UK. Our
much-loved brands include Lucozade Energy, Lucozade Sport, Ribena and
Orangina. We are committed to providing healthier drinks, while inspiring active
lifestyles.
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SUPPORTED BY
The Post Office believes combining a Post Office with a strong retail offer is the way forward and
that the two benefit each other in terms of footfall and convenience for customers.
There are more than 1400 branches in Scotland - from remote island communities to our large towns
and cities - and more than a million customers visit them every week for a range of essential services.
We provide the things that are important – travel money, tax for the car, passports, postage,
insurance, mortgages, savings and easy access to local and national government services. Combine
that offer with successful retail and you have an essential offer for any high street.

The modern post office franchise is designed to work in convenience stores, with an open-plan
layout and a small counter that sits next to the retail till, and many Scottish retailers are taking
up the opportunity to play their part in providing crucial services to customers and communities
throughout the country.
Are you our Post Office Retailer of the Year?

Judges will be looking for:
AVAILABILITY
Excellent provision of first class
Post Office services that are
integrated into an excellent local
store.
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE
Providing all Post Office services
with high levels of professionalism
and competence, including
promoting products to personal
and business customers.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Commitment to excellent
customer service and good
understanding of the local
community and the needs of both
Post Office and store customers.
Very high standards of reliability,
professionalism and competence
that suit delivery of important financial and personal services.
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Good training and great communication with staff on all aspects of Post Office and
general service. Enthusiasm for on-going development of store and Post Office services.
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SUPPORTED BY
Barr Soft Drinks is proud to sponsor the Symbol Store of the Year.
The awards acknowledge the effort, hard work and dedication that is so vital to the
success of the independent sector in Scotland. By supporting the Symbol Store of the
Year category Barr recognises the importance of this sector to its own business and
hopes to encourage even higher standards from the entrants.
Keith Sutherland, Head of Barr Direct.

TWO PRIZES
FOR THIS
CATEGORY:
• Single Store
• Multiple Stores

Running a symbol store is an exciting and rewarding opportunity,
with agreed standards to implement as a manager while retaining
individual ownership or accountability for the store.

Judges will be looking for:
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE
Clear demonstration of the consistency and
standards expected by the symbol group.
TRAINING
Strong business and staff training plans showing a
clear vision for the future.
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
Evidence of local community interaction and a
tailored offering to suit local needs.
PROMOTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY
Evidence of targeting convenience/top-up shopper
missions through the use of new technology.
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This is an award for an individual who has made his or her mark on Scotland’s independent
trade, for the benefit of all. Scotland’s convenience retailing trade has undergone huge change
in recent years and the near future promises much more of the same.
The most important influences on the trade are the people who play their part in it – as owners
and entrepreneurs, managers and educators, activists and innovators.

Judges will be looking for:
SUCCESS
An individual who has
achieved substantial
commercial success in
the wider business world
through exceptional
vision and business
understanding.
INSIGHT
Evidence of dedication,
ideas and opinions that
have provided valuable
insight and growth
throughout the industry.
INNOVATION
An individual who
demonstrates an innovative approach which has either radically changed an established practice, or
introduced a new practice, for the benefit of the industry as a whole.
INVOLVEMENT
Someone who demonstrates outstanding commitment to relationships with others including suppliers,
employees and the community.

SUPPORTED BY
Republic Technologies (UK) Ltd are specialists in the ‘Roll Your Own’
segment with extensive experience in supplying market leading products in
the categories of rolling papers, filter tips, lighters, matches and accessories
through our key brands, including OCB, Swan and Zig-Zag.
Using our extensive knowledge of the market, we are actively working
with all of the largest retail, wholesale and distribution groups in the UK,
developing their businesses through best practice category management.
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Sustainability is now a key consideration for shoppers, affecting purchasing decisions and
the reputations of brands and businesses across sectors. It’s also a key consideration for
all forward thinking retailers, as sustainable practices help to safeguard our future both
ecologically and economically. By taking steps to reduce carbon footprint, cut back on
waste, and tackle litter, many of Scotland’s independent retailers play a valuable role in their
community. Scottish Grocer and TOMRA Collection Solutions are seeking an innovative retail
business that has taken concrete steps to boost its environmental credentials – a business fit
to be crowned Sustainability Champion.

Judges will look for:
ACTION
What steps has the retailer taken to improve
its sustainability credentials? Improved energy
efficiency through eco-friendly lighting or chillers?
Trialling a reverse vending machine for collecting
drinks containers? A reduction in packaging in
grocery or food to go? Working with the local
community to reduce litter in the area? Taking
action in-store to reduce food waste? Increased
local sourcing?
EDUCATION
How does the retailer ensure staff are up to speed
on all sustainable practices? Has the retailer
promoted sustainability via social media or to
customers in-store? What steps has the retailer
taken to educate themselves on new and emerging
technology or sustainability practices? Has the store engaged with any community groups or local schools?
EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS
Can the retailer show evidence of improvements in sustainability? Have energy bills come down? Has there
been an increase in recycling? Has the store succesfully cut down on the waste it produces? Is there a
noticeable reduction in litter around the shop? Has the retailer had any positive feedback from customers or
the local community?
SUPPORTED BY
TOMRA creates reverse vending solutions for collecting, reusing and
recycling cans and bottles. The TOMRA system has the machines,
digital solutions and service to make recycling easy for the industry,
system owners, retailers and consumers. With over 82,000 installations
across more than 60 markets, TOMRA’s reverse vending machines
capture 40 billion used beverage containers every year.
www.tomra.com/uk
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SUPPORTED BY

Philip Morris have always been at the leading edge of innovation
and are the first tobacco company to offer a full multi category
solution for legal age smokers. Our portfolio consists of Marlboro,
the world’s largest cigarette brand, Vivid and Nicocigs our
electronic cigarette offering and now IQOS, our latest innovation in
heat not burn technology.

The innovation award recognises that innovation is crucial to community retailing in Scotland
and that the country has some remarkably innovative convenience retailers. The Innovation
Award will be presented to a store, retailer or retailing company that has shown new thinking
and/or imaginative application of existing best practice to improve the service offered to
customers and improve commercial performance.
Convenience stores and convenience store companies in Scotland are eligible to enter the
Innovation Award.

Judges will be looking for:
EFFECTIVE NEW THINKING
New ideas, new products or new services, staff training initiatives or changes to the way a store works that have
achieved positive results for a c-store or c-store retail company in the last year.
EFFECTIVE CHANGES
For example, changes to layout, the introduction of new deals or solutions (such as meal for tonight offers), the
introduction of new ways to communicate with customers.
GOOD USE OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
Excellent, imaginative use of items like chillers, promotional stands and point-of-sale material to create areas of
interest to customers and a sense of theatre in store.
GOOD USE OF TECHNOLOGY
Different stores will have different levels of technology in use, of course, but we’ll be keen to see imaginative
use of hardware and software, where it is available, in everything from stock control to media screens, loyalty
schemes and more.
GREAT EXAMPLES OF CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Those could include organised events, imaginative involvement in local galas, work with local schools, or great
use of social media.
LEARNING
Not all innovation works perfectly every time but you can always learn from new projects. What have you
learned from innovating?
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SUPPORTED BY

Mars Wrigley is proud to sponsor the Scottish Grocer Awards. The
Confectionery Retailer of the Year award highlights the importance of a well
merchandised confectionery display and rewards retailers who are going to
extra lengths to make their space work harder.
We wish all of the entrants the best of luck!

This award celebrates excellence in confectionery retailing and recognises the dedication of
Scottish retailers to grow sales through display, siting and range. Mars Wrigley has a longestablished reputation of helping retailers to grow their business by providing information on
shopper behaviour and display advice, whilst investing in its iconic portfolio of leading brands.

Judges will look for the following:
MAIN DISPLAY
Judges will be looking for evidence that
retailers know how to make their display work
hard for them. Steps such as positioning
best-sellers in the best sites, grouping by
product category, multi-facing, and allocating
space according to sales are all clear
indicators that retailers are optimising their
display to ensure customers can find what
they are looking for.
SECONDARY SITINGS
Introducing secondary sites throughout the
store creates points of interruption that catch
a shopper’s eye whilst they’re browsing.
Judges will be looking for evidence of how
retailers are fulfilling more shopper missions
by ensuring confectionery is well positioned in
their stores.
DISTRIBUTION
By stocking the right range retailers can
drive a strong return from their confectionery
fixture. Judges will be looking to see how
retailers have decided on the optimum range
for their store.
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Entrepreneurs see opportunities and follow them through. They have vision, show initiative and
work with confidence. And they are the driving forces of virtually every industry.
Scottish Grocer and JTI are looking for an individual running a business or businesses in
Scottish independent retailing who shows those qualities, who actively seeks new opportunities,
works to achieve bold goals and delivers success.

Judges will be looking for:
MARKET KNOWLEDGE AND CONSUMER INSIGHT
The winner of The Entrepreneur Award will have a thorough knowledge of the market they serve as a retailer.
That will include a deep understanding of the preferences and requirements of regular customers, of market
trends, responses to new product developments, responses to various promotional mechanics and more.
RISK TAKING
A mature but forward-looking attitude to commercial risk is a characteristic of the best entrepreneurs.
Our award winner will have been willing to invest and back their own judgement. They may have recently
organised a major new project, or expanded an existing business, or developed new strands of commercial
activity.
DECISION MAKING
The winner of The Entrepreneur Award will be able to make quick, effective decisions on complex issues,
even under pressure. A clear leader, he/she will be an excellent judge of the abilities of others and a skilled
delegator, they will be able to motivate colleagues and employees, and will communicate well with key
professional advisors.
FLEXIBILITY
The winner of The Entrepreneur Award will have the ability to re-evaluate and respond to new opportunities
and to difficulties that arise - during the development of projects, during launch activity and in the operation
of a business.

SUPPORTED BY
JTI manufactures well-known cigarette brands such as Kensitas Club, the fastest growing
cigarette brand in Scotland1, Sterling Dual, the UK’s No.1 capsule brand2 and Benson
& Hedges Blue, the fastest growing cigarette brand in the UK3. We supply other leading
tobacco products including Amber Leaf – the No.1 tobacco brand4, Hamlet cigars, Old
Holborn, Holborn Yellow and Sterling Rolling. In the Reduced Risk Products category, our
successful Logic e-cigarette range now features Logic Compact, our latest innovation
launched in the fastest growing segment of pod-vapes5. JTI’s latest innovation, Nordic Spirit,
a tobacco-free nicotine pouch, offers more choice by providing a convenient and discreet
nicotine product which can be used anytime, anywhere.
1 IRi Market Place, Volume Share, Total RMC, North Scotland, Central Scotland & Border Regions Combined, over the last 12 months to Jun 2019 (based on slope calculation). 2 IRi Market Place, Volume Share, Total Capsule Category, Total UK, Jun 2019
3 IRi Market Place, Volume Share, Total RMC, Total UK, over the last 12 months to Jun 2019 (based on slope calculation). 4 IRi Market Place, Volume Share, Total RYO/MYO, Total UK, Jun 2019
5. Source: IRI Market Place, Unit Sales, Total E-Vapour Category, Total UK, Latest 3 Months to June 2019 vs Latest 3 Months YA. Traditional Retail only
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Scottish Grocer is looking for Scotland’s Community Retailer of the Year – a retail business
that engages, empowers and supports their community, making an especially strong, effective
contribution to its local area.
The key to success in this category comes from recognition that your store has made a
significant mutually beneficial contribution to its local community.

Judges will be looking for evidence of any of the following criteria:
LOCAL SUPPORT
Sponsorship/support of local activities and groups – especially in areas like well-being, social cohesion, and culture.
COMMUNITY PROJECTS
Participation in local community environmental projects.
INDUSTRY INITIATIVES
Involvement in wider industry programmes (for example My Shop is Your Shop, Fairtrade Fortnight) in ways that bring
your local community into the initiative.
ADVICE
Contributions of time, expertise and advice to community projects and activities.
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SUPPORTED BY
Distell International is the result of the merger between Distell Europe and
Burn Stewart Distillers; a proud division of Distell, South Africa’s leading drinks
producer.
Distell International offers a cross category, award-winning portfolio of spirits.
With a knowledgeable and passionate sales force, based throughout the UK,
Distell International delivers a portfolio of unique brands rich in history and
heritage, putting our customers and consumers first. As a trusted partner to the
trade Distell International is delighted to support the Licensed Retailer of the
Year category at the 2020 Scottish Grocer Awards.

Beer, wines, spirits and other drinks play a major role in many Scottish local stores. However,
drinks is a category that needs careful attention and care. We’re looking for a retailer who
provides a great drinks service and who does so creatively and responsibly.
Are you our Licensed Retailer of the Year?

Judges will be looking for:
RANGE ASSORTMENT
A great range of beers, wines, spirits, ciders and other drinks that is well-tuned to the needs of the store’s
customers.
KNOWLEDGE
Interest in developments in the drinks market, including product knowledge, product provenance, new
product launches and seasonal marketing activity.
DISPLAY
Excellent understanding of the importance of good chiller display, on-shelf display and, if appropriate, offshelf stacks.
MERCHANDISING
Excellent merchandising and good
understanding of the part played by
various pack sizes in drinks displays.
PROMOTIONS
Good use of promotional activity within
the regulations defined by Scottish laws
on alcohol retailing.
TRAINING
Good training for alcohol-retailing staff.
COMPLIANCE
Full compliance with laws, regulations
and best practice in alcohol retailing.
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Good merchandising helps to drive sales and increase footfall, as well as enhancing the
consumer’s in-store experience and ultimately helping to drive retailers’ success.

This award recognises excellence in merchandising as well as creating a pleasant and welcoming in-store
environment. A well-merchandised store will help shoppers find what they are looking for and help drive success
for retailers.

Judges will be looking for excellence in the following areas:
CLEAR DISPLAY
The winning retailer will have a diverse product range, ranked according to sales. Good display control
ensures that lost sales and ‘out of stocks’ are minimised.
RANGE CLARITY
A relatively small range of products in any category will account for a large proportion of sales. Therefore, it is
recommended that the majority of your space is dedicated to best sellers. A clear and concise core range will
deliver this. Attention should also be paid to margin, with retailers taking steps to boost the performance of
more profitable lines.
ON-SHELF FIXTURE CLARITY
Group products together by sub-category. For example, standard versus premium products, but keeping
brands together.
POINT OF SALE
Clear in-store display materials drive shoppers to secondary sites and can play a vital role in helping boost
sales. Retailers who understand the complex dynamic of the average shopper use point of sale extremely
effectively and successfully.
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The retail industry has changed considerably in recent years and many independent retailers
now work in conjunction with symbol groups, food-to-go brands, fuel companies and more. For
this award we view an independent retailer as a business such as a c-store or forecourt store –
operating up to three stores – where the owner is directly involved in the day-to-day operation
and management of the store(s) and is, ultimately, the main decision maker. The store(s) may
operate under their own name or under a symbol or fascia.

Judges will ask:
COMMERCIAL VIABILITY
How have you developed your store and your service in recent years? Has that achieved growth in both sales
and profits? What are some of the best things about your store and business? What are your USPs?
STRENGTH AND RESILIENCE
How do you face up to competition? Do you face significant competition from other independents or symbols,
multiple convenience stores or discounters? What have you done (or what do you plan to do) to meet such
competition?
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Independents rarely have the same training resources as large groups of managed stores. How do you organise
staff training and development? How do you inform staff of items of importance to the business and encourage
a feeling of ownership and commitment among your employees? Do you hold regular staff meetings? Do
colleagues have a career path?
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
How do you get your message across? Do you use leaflets and flyers? Do you have promotional screens in
store? Have you developed a social media presence? Do you use advertising or have a relationship with the
local media?
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Are you involved in local activities, events, festivals, groups and/or charities? What have you done in recent
times? Do you ensure your business also benefits from your efforts? Do you hold your own community events
and fundraising?
TRADE AND MARKET KNOWLEDGE
How do you use suppliers, wholesalers and trade publications to enhance your market knowledge? Do you
actively engage with them? What value does this add to your business?
SUPPORTED BY
Booker Group is the UK’s leading food & drink wholesaler with 23 branches in Scotland.
Booker Wholesale offers Premier, Family Shopper and any independent retailer, the ease
and convenience of deliveries, with the flexibility of shopping in branch. Booker Retail
partners is the award winning supply solution for both Londis and Budgens stores.
As well as outstanding service levels, retailers across Booker Group have a great choice
of recognised own-brands such as Discover the Choice, Farm Fresh, Euro Shopper and
Happy Shopper, along with great everyday low prices. Our commitment to our customers
is to increase choice, lower prices and improve service.
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vaping retailer
of the year

Vaping has been a runaway success for many Scottish convenience stores, as retailers tap into
the high margin opportunity that this emerging category provides. And with more and more
existing adult smokers making the switch to e-cigarettes, the category is only going to grow in
importance for Scotland’s retailers. For this award, we’re on the hunt for a store that has built
a reputation for vaping among its clientele, with the knowledge and choice to satisfy first-time
purchasers and e-cigarette enthusiasts alike.

The winner of the Vaping Retailer of the Year award will
demonstrate the following:
RANGE
Stocking a range of e-liquids and vaping
devices that’s right for the customer base. A
range that offers choice and is up to date with
the latest category trends.
DISPLAY
An eye-catching display that highlights the
vaping range in store, merchandised to
provide key lines with greater visibility and in a
way that is easy to shop.
ENGAGEMENT
Evidence that the retailer is engaging with
customers and taking steps to highlight their
vaping range. That could be a clever social media campaign, hosting an event in store, or something else
entirely.
PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE
Retailers should have a working knowledge of the latest trends in vaping and be able to effectively
communicate their offer to customers. When a customer wants to purchase a vaping product for the first time,
they should feel like they are in safe hands.

SUPPORTED BY
Established in 2009, Liberty Flights is a high quality vape
manufacturer and retailer.
We produce all our XO range of liquids in the UK, using automated
processes that enable us to guarantee product quality and supply to
our UK retailers.
We are delighted to support the Vaping Retailer of the Year award for
2020.
liberty-flights.co.uk
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SUPPORTED BY
Coca-Cola European Partners (CCEP) is once again proud to sponsor the Best
Soft Drinks Outlet of the Year category at the 2020 Scottish Grocer Awards.
Soft drinks continue to be an important category for retailers, delivering increased
sales year on year, and CCEP recognises the role retailers play in maintaining this
growth.
Supporting the Best Soft Drinks Outlet of the Year award enables us to recognise
retailing excellence and demonstrates our ongoing commitment to supporting
retailers in achieving even greater success in the future. We wish all those taking
part the very best of luck.

Soft drinks are integral to modern convenience retailing operations due to the diverse range of
shoppers they appeal to and relevance to different consumptions occasions.
Judges will be looking for stores that score highly on getting the range right, running impactful
promotions and merchandising their soft drinks effectively.

We will judge the
following criteria:
RANGE
Effective soft drinks range. Does the outlet
meet shoppers’ needs by providing choice
across all key sectors and brands whilst
allocating more space to best sellers? Does it
cater for current trends including the demand
for lower and zero sugar soft drinks, as well as
providing on-the-go and take-home packs?
PROMOTIONS
Successful promotion of soft drinks. Does
the outlet provide a number of points of
interruption, alerting shoppers to the presence
of soft drinks, whilst clearly communicating
prices and promotions?
DISPLAY
Improved merchandising standards. Does the
outlet have impactful displays and fixtures that
make it easy for the shopper to quickly and
conveniently find the soft drink they want?
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Please fill in the details on the form opposite.
You may enter yourself, your own store; or
business or you may nominate another person,
store or business.
If you are nominating please also enter your
own name, job title and company in the
nominator’s details box.
Then please tick the appropriate box for all
categories being entered. You may enter up to
six categories.
Please also include support information and
photographs as detailed below.

Send your entry and information by
Friday 8 November 2019 to:
Scottish Grocer Awards 2020
Freepost PEEBLES MEDIA GROUP

If you prefer you can
enter online.
Go to
www.scottishgrocer.co.uk/
awards

Entries are very much enhanced by the inclusion of a statement of support, detailing the
special qualities of the entrant or the store or business concerned.
Support material may include:
n Photographs: Internal and external premises shots are helpful, as are shots displaying
store services and product range.
n Reviews from local publications/press cuttings.
n Examples of marketing and promotional activity.
n Training commendations.
Every little helps, so fill out the entry form and post it along with your support material to:

Scottish Grocer Awards 2020, Freepost PEEBLES MEDIA GROUP.
Entries or nominations must be received by

Friday 8 November 2019.
Rules and regulations are available from the organisers upon request by contacting
organisers@peeblesmedia.com or calling 0141 567 6041.
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THE AWARDS CATEGORIES
BEING ENTERED

Fill in the details of the person and business being entered in this box.

Please tick the boxes of each of the award
categories you wish to enter.
YOU MAY ENTER UP TO SIX CATEGORIES.

Name of store or business............................................................................

❑ Best New Store Award

......................................................................................................................

❑ Best Soft Drinks Outlet of the Year

Name of person being entered......................................................................

Address of store or business.........................................................................

......................................................................................................................
Business phone number...............................................................................

❑ Community Retailer of the Year

Mobile phone number...................................................................................

❑ Confectionery Retailer of the Year

Email address ...............................................................................................

❑ The Entrepreneur Award

How many years have you been in the retail business.................................

❑ Family Business of the Year

Are you a member of a fascia, symbol or franchise group...........................
Yes ❑ No ❑

❑ Food To Go Award

If yes please specify which group.................................................................

❑ Independent Retailer of the Year

Are you licensed Yes ❑ No ❑

❑ Industry Achievement Award
❑ Innovation Award

Do you sell news/magazines Yes ❑ No ❑

Nominator’s details

❑ Innovation in Impulse

If you are nominating someone else for an award please fill in your details
here.

❑ Licensed Retailer of the Year

Name.............................................................................................................

❑ Merchandising Award

......................................................................................................................
Job title..........................................................................................................

❑ Post Office Retailer of the Year
❑ Sustainability Champion
❑ Symbol Store of the Year
❑ Single Store ❑ Multiple Store

Company.......................................................................................................
Daytime telephone number...........................................................................
Email address................................................................................................
Date...............................................................................................................

❑ Tobacco Retailer of the Year
❑ Vaping Retailer of the Year

Entry closing date: Friday 8 November 2019
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In conjunction with Scottish Grocer & Convenience Retailer

www.scottishgrocer.co.uk
#SGAwards
@scottishgrocer
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